Lock-up policy started in Budge

By Michael Leon

The Johnson County Attorney Office is reviewing the evidence of the murder of Terrington, as well as the evidence in a number of other cases. The attorney general has called for a safe lock-up policy.

The new system requires that the attorney general's office be given prior notice of any lock-up policy that may affect the Johnson County law enforcement.

The attorney general's office is reviewing the evidence of the murder of Terrington, as well as the evidence in a number of other cases. The attorney general has called for a safe lock-up policy.

The new system requires that the attorney general's office be given prior notice of any lock-up policy that may affect the Johnson County law enforcement.

In good condition

Joseph Bondan, editor of the 11th Office of Public Information, was in good condition after the second arrest on Thursday afternoon, Robert E.

Trust review; lawyers resign

The Wagner-Murphy Trust was established in 1960 with property previously owned by the late-footed man.

The Wagner-Murphy Trust was established in 1960 with property previously owned by the late-footed man.

The Wagner-Murphy Trust was established in 1960 with property previously owned by the late-footed man.

Africans reportedly invading Angola

KINSHASA, South West African authorities have confirmed that 11 South African military jets have been sighted over Angola and are believed to be seeking permission to land. The South African government has denied any involvement.

The South African government has denied any involvement.

The South African government has denied any involvement.

The South African government has denied any involvement.
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"Perpetual makes it easy to get Interest-Earning Checking for free."

P.S. Robertson
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The Delta Zeta Sorority will be holding Membership Interviews on August 28 and 29.

All interested should call 337-5256 for an appointment.
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Clusters program

Although the US student Curtis Cluster program was not funded for the third fiscal year of the plan, it will still exist.

The program was designed to help liberal arts students in their senior year. For instance, just three seniors who did not want to pursue careers as reporters could have been enrolled in the program with such positions with corporate publications.

However, the program’s major selling point— the ability of a liberal arts education— was also its demise. While the program runs from Monday to Friday, it was shut down for the fall semester 1994.

In fact, the program was shut down because it was not working well. The program was shut down because it was not working well.

The problem is that students did not have enough time to work on their assignments, and it was not possible for them to work on them during the summer.

Spies in Academe

On a July morning the body of Chen Wei-ren, assistant professor of English at National Taiwan University, was found in the ground outside National Taiwan University's library.

The fact that Chen Wei-ren, a renowned professor of English, was found dead in the library will be investigated.

The cause of death is under investigation.

Although the library was closed when Chen Wei-ren was found, it is believed that he died on the spot.

The staff of the library is cooperating with the authorities in the investigation.

Space exploration

The remaining success of the Voyager 2 flyby of Saturn earlier this month of the Voyager 2 flyby of Saturn earlier this month.

This mission was designed to study the solar system and its moons, including Saturn.

Voyager 2 is scheduled to leave Saturn in late 1981.

Although the Voyager 2 mission was not successful, it did provide valuable data.

The Voyager 2 mission was not successful, it did provide valuable data.

Finally, the administration drastically reduced its participation in an international cooperation project to explore the polar regions of the Sun. The only project going ahead is the Sun scan project, and it is generally agreed that this is because of the Shuttle's potential military applications.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's purely political role was that of a target for budget cuts, because it is difficult to justify the value of new technology and space exploration.

We are not saying whether the United States should continue its space program.

We are not saying whether the United States should continue its space program.

DOONESBURY

Comedy cart "Doonesbury" has been created by Garry Trudeau.

"Doonesbury" is a comic strip that satirizes American society.

There are also the Catch-22 effects.

The institutional matrix shapes the policy of intellectual subordination, whose primary role is to invade the thinking of the citizens.

SUCH A BATTLE hardened several degrees. It leaves all the good things with a bad guy and a villain and a hero and a villain.

If you're not going to understand the language of the whole, and you're not going to understand the language of the whole, you're going to be talking about something else.

Even in the most secure of sponsors, we find ourselves...
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- 20% OFF all blank tapes, accessories, paraphernalia and gift items
- $2 OFF all imports
- these 8.98 specials

NOW ONLY
5.69

BACK TO SCHOOL sale prices good through Sept. 7
112 S. Linn in Iowa City
351-2513
Formaldehyde may cause cancer in humans, a former Dr. Arthur C. Rich, who now heads the Department of Pathology and Cancer Research at the University of Iowa, said Thursday.

Preliminary results are very striking, " Rich said of the new findings. The research is the latest in a series of studies by the National Cancer Institute and is a potential carcinogen that may cause cancer in humans, a former Dr. Arthur C. Rich, who now heads the Department of Pathology and Cancer Research at the University of Iowa, said Thursday.
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Iowa students return boosts business for local merchants

By Betty Markows

The return of 153 students who come to Iowa City for the fall term is a boost for area merchants.

Students are expected to spend more money this fall than during any other season. Students are buying school supplies, clothing, and gifts for holidays.

This year, the Iowa City Chamber of Commerce is promoting the fall shopping season.

"It's a good time to shop," said Gary Newell, manager of Eby's Sporting Goods. "The students are here or they will be here soon."

Security

Safety is a concern for merchants, especially with the increase in student traffic.

"We are always aware of the students," said one merchant. "We are on the lookout for any suspicious activity."
Service rate may be altered if phone users feel misled

By Elizabeth Finberg

The Iowa Utilities Commission ordered Southern Canal & Telephone Co. to engage in oral and telephone negotiations and announce plans to alter service rates.

The utility said it was considering such a move but had not yet decided on any changes.

"We have no specific plans to alter rates at this time," said John Terry, a Southern Canal official. "But we do plan to ask the commission for permission to make changes whenever we feel it's necessary."

The utility also stated that it was opposed to any idea of "lock-in" provisions that would prevent customers from leaving a service package once they committed to it. However, Northern Bell said it was considering such an option to entice more people to sign up for its service.

"It's a difficult issue," said Terry. "We want to be fair to both the customer and the company, but it's also important to have some protection against the unpredictable nature of telecommunications."
Federal spending reductions to cut $139 million from Iowa

The task force report states the greatest impact is in the area of personnel compensation and training, with a total of $3 million less on personnel costs, including $2 million less on personnel training and development.

In the area of education, Iowa school district budgets will be $1 million less on the budget line. This $1 million reduction in educational costs is estimated to be $1 million less on personnel costs, including $2 million less on personnel training and development.

Talk rates also are dropping rapidly. Information we have is that long distance is down by about $1 million in the last budget. This is a very significant amount of money to be lost.

In the area of education, Iowa school districts will lose $1 million less on the budget line.

The budget process is a very complicated and took a lot of work, but it has gone very smoothly.

The biggest problem areas were "operating costs," finding the personnel reductions that will allow us to do both objectives, the budget蹒跚.

so we will meet our objectives.
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Debris linked to Voyager mishap

PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) - Voyager 1, the spacecraft that has left the solar system, is being linked to the huge cloud of interstellar debris that lies beyond the Kuiper Belt, according to a new paper.

Scientists have hypothesized that Voyager 1 and other spacecraft could encounter this debris cloud, which is estimated to be about 10,000 times larger than the Kuiper Belt. The cloud is made up of remnants of ancient comets and asteroids, and it is believed to be the final resting place of the solar system's first generation of cosmic material.

The new research, published in the journal Science, suggests that Voyager 1 may have encountered this debris cloud during its journey. The spacecraft's trajectory suggests that it is currently within the cloud, and the team of scientists behind the study believes that this could explain some of the unexpected observations made during the mission.

The study also highlights the importance of continuing to monitor Voyager 1's trajectory, as it continues to explore the final frontier of our solar system. The team hopes that further analysis of the data collected by Voyager 1 will provide more insights into the nature of this debris cloud and its role in shaping the history of the solar system.
Gas leak hazard check continues

The Official Preppy Handbook Preppy Stationery Preppy Apros Stuffed Rulitators & Muslin cards

Prairie lights books 100 x 15 "More than just a good insurance."
Up a tree.

Bill Skolnick, 14, of Des Plaines, Ill., has been or­dered out of his three-story townhouse, which is under investigation by an electrical engineer.

Gag order issued by judge in Atlanta child-slaying trial

ATLANTA (UPI) - Judge Charles Cooper has ordered that the "conspiratorial powers of the court," as he phrased it in a recent order on the death of Wayne W. Williams, charged with the slayings of 26 victims, be reduced to a gag order.

The court, in a three-page order issued specific conditions to protect the safety of persons, members of a special police task force, United States Marshal's Office, Mr. Cooper, and others under their control. Those to be gagged are said to be "inextricably entangled" with the trial.

Neighborhoods bilk priest out of $8,000

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) - A neighborhood group that donated money every year to a former priest on a fixed budget for women and children's needs is said to have been bilked out of at least $8,000, the group's treasurer said.

Cooper, the priest, was arrested on charges of fraud.

Carter: more than a deadlock

New York (UPI) - President Jimmy Carter has exceeded the recurring problem of deadlock on the issue of Iran's nuclear program and has been quoted as saying that any Iran's nuclear program and has been quoted as saying that any agreement would be impractical.

Carter said 25 Kurdish guerrilla weapons are in Iran's nuclear program and has been quoted as saying that any agreement would be impractical.

CARTER: TALKS IN TURKEY

President Jimmy Carter said that the Iranian negotiations have been stepped up to the point where the United States and other nations have not been able to agree on the issue of Iran's nuclear program and has been quoted as saying that any agreement would be impractical.

Carter also said that the Iranian negotiations have been stepped up to the point where the United States and other nations have not been able to agree on the issue of Iran's nuclear program and has been quoted as saying that any agreement would be impractical.
Iranian guerrillas kill nine-year-old girl

ISLAMABAD (UPI) - An Iranian guerrilla who killed a nine-year-old girl on September 2, 1981 held in being needed plane because of Middle Eastern rebels.

The latest attacks came as the British government, on the fourth day of the visit to the region, agreed to the proposed Sept. 23-24 date for the summit.

Iran's Revolutionary Guards stepped up its crackdown on suspected terrorists abroad after a shootout near the state-run television in Tehran in the southern city of Shiraz in an ongoing operation in the region.

Iranian foreign minister charged Israel for the two-day summit.

The official said the United States, a partner in the negotiations, must also be "strictly defensive" in tone. He added that Khomeini, 81, had an audience with Deng, the Chinese premier.

Prior to the visit, President Ronald Reagan had expressed his hope that the visit with Deng would help in the negotiations.

Carter and his family, on the fourth day of the visit to the region, agreed to the proposed Sept. 23-24 date for the summit.

The summit is expected to be a milestone in the Middle East peace efforts.
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The TONY BROWN BAND
Reggae & Soul

½ price draws, $1.75 Pitchers, 2 for 1 Wine and double shot bar highballs 9-10:30
Both Nights

Psuedo-name Johnny Power, former rock 'n' roll wonder kid, recently made his first record in 17 years, on his own independent label. McGuffin Records

"IGGY'S voice has matured a great deal in the past two years, and his art-

Iowa Football

the crow's nest

328 e. washington

PRESENTS
TONIGHT & SATURDAY

Insult enthralled Safer to Buffalo

"Iggy Pop...is a master of sarcasm and satire and an ultimate street-wise, smirking man - that's what he wants ."
Golf, tennis aid women's fundraising

By Mike Kent

The Iowa women's golf and tennis teams will be represented by 32 of its athletes at the annual Women's Invitational at the Third Annual Hawkeye Classic.

The Classic takes place this weekend, since its inception three years ago, while the team will participate in the third annual tourney.

Approximately 26 women from various states take part in the tourney. The field at the Eastside Golf Course in Cedar Falls, beginning at 10:30 a.m. at the course, will begin play on Monday. The tournament will be played over 18 holes with the women's team playing over two days.

Teams that can make the course low to 36 or under will play on Monday, while 10 teams will play on Tuesday. Each member will use two new clubs and the best net score for each team. The winner with the lowest net score for the two days will be the team winner.

"WE'LL ALSO HAVE some fun events," said Head Coach James. "The winner will be chosen by the "Masters of the River."

The teams are made up of one of the two ways: a women who can make the lowest score in the course in one by Thomas. The 3 to 2 rule by Thomas will be the field of the tournament.

The tournament has been held at two tourneys that have separate tournaments to make things easier. One of the tourneys already made up have all participants with low handicaps. These players are known to be better players. They are all skilled and are the best of the best.

In the past, it seemed that the tournament was well run. The Tenney Classic will be played at the Iowa Classic Golf Club. The Tenney Classic has taken the tournament a second time "out of town." That is, the lady golfers with the lowest net score will play for the tournament.

The winner will be chosen by the "Masters of the River." The winner will receive a check for $300, a plaque, and a golf bag.

The tournament will be played over 18 holes with the lowest net score for the two days will be the team winner.

The teams are made up of one of the two ways: a women who can make the lowest score in the course in one by Thomas. The 3 to 2 rule by Thomas will be the field of the tournament.
Sportsbriefs

Honorary lettermen named

No one will be honored Sept. 15, the new re-
sults of the Iowa Hawkeyes letter meats have
not been announced by the University of lowa
Athletic Department.

Hearts for lowa Hawkeyes

The Iowa Hawkeye Athletic Bureau re-
ceived 130 contributions from a total of 115
hospitals and clinics in Iowa and surrounding
states. The money will be used to purchase
medals for members of the 1980 Winter Olympics
team and will be used by the lowa State
Medal Fund.

Iowa City Fun Festival run

The 8th annual Fun Festival in Iowa City will
be held Sept. 15. The festivities will include a
5K run, an 8K walk, and a shuttle bus service.

Recycling locker renewal

Recycling lockers in the Recreation Building will
be available at a reduced price of $15. The lockers
will be available to all students, faculty, and
staff.

Women's athletics tryouts

Dates have been set for athletes to try out on
several women's athletic teams. The dates and
locations are:

- Field Hockey: Sept. 14, 6 p.m.
- Cross Country: Sept. 15, 3 p.m.
- Women's rugby: Sept. 15, 3 p.m.
- Women's soccer: Sept. 16, 3 p.m.

Evert Lloyd dislikes seedings of women players at U.S. Open

Evert Lloyd dislikes the seedings of women players at U.S. Open.

Chargers players say no to dinner

Chargers players have said no to dinner at a restaurant where the top three players in the world were to have been in the finals of the Canadian Open tennis tournament.

Montreal tries for NASL sweep

Montreal has a chance to sweep the NASL with a win over the New York Cosmos. Montreal is currently in 1st place with 13 points, while the Cosmos are in 2nd place with 11 points. A win for Montreal could put them in the lead of the league.
Wet one

Trailor John Galligan gets an armful from The Best before an early morning run at the Arlington Park Race Track in Arlington Heights.

Indiana

USpt. Joel Schabacher and George (Germ) Schabacher are looking forward to a chance at winning a Conference America title for the first time. The two-year stint on the defender's list of two-year titles on the Hoosier defense: Mark Baldwin and Steve Brown. The two were not involved with the team.

But if there is one area that Corso can look at and not worry too much about, it is the defense. The Hoosiers' leader has been the double guard defense. Smith: a senior, looking forward to his last year. He said, "I had a great spring and I've gained a lot of confidence. I'm just not thinking about the and then turn to carry the offense until the offensive comes around."
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U.S. Open Tennis draw

Men

Fiftheen seeds were named to the U.S. Open Tennis Championship starting line-up here yesterday. The seeds are:


Major Fast Food Franchise is seeking several prime locations in the Cedar Rapids/Waterloo/Iowa City marketing area. Will consider purchase, lease, or build to suit. Minimum lot size 30,000 square feet. Minimum building size 2,000 square feet.

Please mail reply with terms to: Franchise Management Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 3467 CRS. Champagner, Illinois 61820

Money leaders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John McEnroe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$751,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffi Graf</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$530,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Sabatini</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Chang</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$463,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Lendl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Connors</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mats Wilander</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$380,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Sabatini</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DI Classifieds 111 Communications Center

11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations.
Attempts to weaken Title IX decreed

By Michael Hawkins

Federal regulations prohibiting sex discrimination in athletics may be loosening, the result of a federal proposal that would allow schools to grant athletic scholarships to athletes who are not planning to become professional athletes.

The proposal, which was announced last month by the Commission on Civil Rights, is part of a broader effort to weaken the enforcement of Title IX, the federal law that prohibits sex discrimination in education programs that receive federal funds.

The commission, which is made up of seven members appointed by the President, has the power to issue regulations that would change the guidance on how schools must comply with Title IX.

The proposal would allow schools to limit the number of scholarships they offer in certain sports, such as men's basketball and football, and would also allow schools to reduce the number of athletic scholarships they offer in general.

The commission has been criticized by advocates of women's sports for its proposal, which they say would make it easier for schools to cut back on women's sports programs.

The commission is expected to issue its final regulations this year, and schools will have to comply with them by the fall of 2023.

Hoosier offense a weak spot

By Bob Shephard

Indiana University coach Mike White said Saturday that his team's offense has been a major problem this season.

"We've been a tough team to beat most of the season," White said. "But we've been a bad team to beat in the last few games.

The Hoosiers have lost four of their last five games, and White said the offense has been a major factor in the team's struggles.

"I think we've been playing better than our offense this year," White said. "But we've been playing worse than our defense.

The Hoosiers' offense has struggled all season, and White said the team needs to improve in that area if they want to have a chance to win in the Big Ten Conference.

Hawardkey's lose

By Greg Boyd

The Indiana Hoosiers have lost their first three games of the season, and head coach Mike White said the team needs to improve on both offense and defense.

"We've been playing better defense than we have offensively," White said. "But our offense has been a major problem.

The Hoosiers have scored only 67 points in their first three games, and White said the team needs to find ways to create more scoring opportunities.

"We need to get more out of our offense," White said. "But we also need to get more out of our defense.

The Hoosiers are currently fourth in the Big Ten Conference, and White said the team needs to improve in both areas if they want to have a chance to make the NCAA tournament.

St. Louis can live without Templeton

By Steve Martin

The St. Louis Cardinals have traded outfielder Cooper Templeton to the Miami Marlins, and team officials say they are comfortable moving forward without him.

"We feel confident that we can win without Cooper," general manager John Mozeliak said. "But we do wish him well.

Templeton was a key player for the Cardinals last season, and Mozeliak said the team will miss his presence on the field.

"We'll definitely miss Cooper's leadership and his work ethic," Mozeliak said. "But we have a lot of depth in our system.

The Cardinals have several promising young outfielders in the Minors, and Mozeliak said the team is confident they can fill the void left by Templeton.